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Overlay Template 

 

These pagans can transform into towering bears, bent on defending the holy places of the forest. 

 

—

 To wizards, you appear faintly enchanted. 

 As a focus action, transform into a bear. 

o In bear form, ignore the first 2 Wounds from any attack involving a forged weapon. 

o Double height, and triple mass. 

o Gain 1 Wound per your Brawn or Commitment (choose one upon gaining this template.)  

o Claws count as heavy weapons. 

o You gain +4 Brawn. 

o Ignore negative effects of weather or temperature for comfort or safety purposes (not for 

movement or detection.) 

 

 Dead Magic. You cannot cast spells of any kind or use other supernatural abilities while in bear form. 

 Winter Sleep. You must spend 1 Awesome Point that does not count towards leveling to do anything 

but sleep when the nights are longer than the days. You must spend 2 points if there is snow on the 

ground, or it is below freezing. 

 Clumsy Bear. Combat techniques designed for a human form do not work in bear form. Also, the 

bear form cannot speak. 

 

 

 Display. Arena. In bear form, you rise up, bare fangs, and roar, showing off. Minions automatically 

flee your arena. All those wishing to attack you must test Daring difficulty 7 to do so, and are -2 to 

attack this round. 

 

 Fury. Constant. Activate for free in the first phase of the round before anyone acts. Take a penalty to 

Armor Class of up to -4, and get that as a bonus to hit instead. 

 

 Supertough. Constant. Gain either your Brawn or your Commitment bonus as extra Wounds in your 

human form, and both in your bear form. 

 

 Smack. Arena. In bear form, after hitting and doing damage, spend 1 Awesome Point to stun the 

target. The target cannot act this round (if the target has not yet gone) or next round (if the target 

acted this round.) Or, grants +4 to a push attack to move the target immediately into another adjacent 

arena. 

 

 Unstoppable. Constant. In bear form, automatically hit anyone who attempts to impede you. 


